
Third-party Vendor Security 
Monitoring Solution

The challenge
While the term “corporate infrastructure insider” is frequently used to refer  to in-house 

employees, there’s one more category of users with access to corporate infrastructure — 

those who work for third-party organizations providing professional outsourcing services.

These organizations can be:

•  Managed service providers (MSPs), in particular, managed security service providers 

(MSSPs).

•  IT outsourcing service providers, frequently referred to as IT providers.

•  Remote third-party vendors.

•  Independent auditors and experts.

Monitor
activity

Respond 
to incidents

Manage
privileged access

Why you need a third-party vendor monitoring 
and auditing solution

Comply with laws, 
regulations & standards

Customer highlights

Meet compliance requirements 
IT provider monitoring and remote third-party vendor 
management and auditing are essential parts of overall risk 
management and regulatory compliance.

Control critical system configurations 
Outsourced administrative service providers can change
the configuration of critical systems, and thus their actions 
need to be monitored closely.

Make it part of internal security policies 
Outsourcing service providers have access to the enterprise 
protected perimeter and, naturally, third-party monitoring 
tools should be part of a company’s security strategy.

Secure your sensitive information 
Outsourcing staff can access, modify, or even delete sensitive 
data. Third-party security monitoring is crucial to ensure data 
security.
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Ekran System® is licensed based on the number of endpoints and is o�ered in Standard and Enterprise Editions.

The Enterprise Edition includes several enterprise-grade maintenance and integration features.

Licensing

Get more with enterprise-grade insider risk 
detection software

Fast incident response time with a visually structured evidence trail

Lightweight software agent and highly optimized data storage formats

Quick installation and con�guration (less than 20 minutes)

AI-based compromised account detection

        If you need a solution to 
monitor your privileged user 
access sessions, Ekran is the 
easiest to use and quick to 
deploy. The installation and 
deployment of the agents took 
less than an hour. Unlike other 
solutions, Ekran's management 
console is very straightforward 
and with a couple of clicks we 
set up our environment. The 
documentation is very accu-
rate and up to date, and it 
follows every aspect of the 
system. We haven't had any 
issues so far, but the support 
team has been very helpful 
with the setup process.

Arash N., 
VP of Information 
Technology and 

Services

A comprehensive subcontractor security 
solution

Continuous 
3rd party 

monitoring

Third-party 
identity 

verification

Third-party 
access control

Real-time 
alerts and 

activity reports

Subcontractor Security Solution

Ekran system® provides universal third-party 
vendor security for any network architecture, 
including hybrid

Servers, jump 
servers, and 

desktops

Any network 
architecture 
and hybrids

All essential 
features 

combined

Virtual and 
physical 

infrastructures

The most complete set 
of supported platforms


